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fie ld  theories generated by Lie Groups. I t  is  based on an action 
princfple In which the Lagrangian is required to transform as 
invariant under the action of a Lie Group. This leads to a set 
of Invariance Iden tities which the functional derivatives of the 
Lagrangian must sa tisfy . These id en titie s , together with the 
equations of motion, y ie ld  conservation laws and reveal the 
structure of the theory without ex p lic it knowledge of the Lagrangian. 
Theories derived In th is  way are extremely general and a prescription 
for constructing simpler,m1n1mally coupled Lagrangians by the use 
of the 4 variance Iden tities Is given.
The work deals separately with an arb itrary  Internal group and 
with the Poincare Group but draws many paralle ls  between them.
The Poincare Group Is intimately related to gravity and allows 
a general theory to be formulated In which I t  Is possible to 
discern clearly the roles of the curvature and torsion. I t  also 
transpires that certain constraints (or a special choice o f 
Lagrangian) must be Imposed to  ensure the conservation o f the 
gravitational stress tensors. Finally, a number of specific 
theories which naturally suggest themselves are analysed In terms 
of the general theory.
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INTRODUCTION
In the te r ly  pert of th is  century Neman Way! formulated a theory 
In which the presence of an electromagnetic fie ld  altered  the scales 
o f measurement o f geometric lengths. This was an attempt to  unify 
the only two forces known a t  the time, namely electromagnetism 
and gravity. Needless to say the attempt fa iled  but I ts  name lived 
on * gauge Theo«r. Later on way! went on to Introduce many of the 
concepts Involved In what we now know as gauge theory (Way! (1922), 
(1910) ). The name I ts e l f  has become somewhat misleading since 
the scope of the theory has broadened very considerably and no 
longer deals only with electrodynamics and gravity.
The generalization to  arb itrary  groups, of which electrodynamics 
Is a particu larly  simple Instance, wes made by Yang and Mills 
(1994) In the context of Isotopic spin. They showed th a t an In ter­
acting theory, conceptually sim ilar to  electrodynamics, could be 
formulated by 'gauging' the group o f Isotopic spin rotations 
and made I t  clear th a t the technique could be applied to  other 
groups.
This was taken up In 1999 by Utlyame who generalized the wort o f 
Yang and Mills and gave a treatment o f gravity as the gauge theory 
of the Lorentz Group although he did not consider translations*
He seems also to have been one of the f i r s t  to  recognise tha t 
gauge theory is  the 'common language' of Interactions In tha t 
they could a ll be formulated as gauge theories.
This work was further extended and refined by Kibble (1961) and 
Selena (1962). Kibble gauged the fu ll Po1near6 Group In his theory 
of gravity while Sclama concentrated on the gravitational role of 
the In trin sic  spin of matter which arises naturally In a gauge 
theory of gravity based on the PolncarS Group. Me argued tha t 
there Is an analogy between spin and e le c tr ic  charge;to the extent 
tha t the spin gives r i  se to a force which would deflect a partic le  
from the geodesic along which E instein 's General R elativity would 
have I t  move. The spin represents an Internal structure o f matter 
iriilch Is not recognised In Elnstelnlan gravity and, since i t  Is 
known that elementary partic les carry spin, I t  Is c lear th a t th is  
theory of gravity would have to  be broadened somewhat to encompass 
th is  phenomenon.
On the macroscopic scale the In trin sic  spins of the material 
partic les  may well average out in which cast Elnstelnlan gravity 
Is probably adequate. However, on the microscopic scale th is  Is not 
the case and a more comprehensive theory Is needed. Such a theory 
Must be able to  reproduce the Elnstelnlan predictions under the 
appropriate circumstances but must also be applicable In extrema 
situations as may ex is t In certain  cosmic phenomena, for example 
a neutron s ta r  where the neutron spins may be aligned. Furthermore, 
as an Issue of princip le, we are once more a t a point where a 
unification of a l l  the forces o f nature may be contemplated and, 
as a necessary prerequisite, they must a l l  be given a common 
fbrmulatlon. In th is  context I t  turns ou t, as we shall endeavour to  
show, th a t more general theories of gravity arise  when the Pointer! 
Group I t  gauged and I t  is  our hope tha t one of these will be related 
to the 'co rrec t' theory.
After the h isto rica l developments we have outlined work concentrated 
mainly on the quantum fie ld  theories which stem from gauged groups 
In particu lar th e ir  renorm alisablllty. In th is  context gravity 
proved to  be highly non-renormal 1 sable -  a problem which Is s t i l l  
unsolved (Baser and van Nleuwenhulien (1974)). However, we w ill 
not concern ourselves with these Issues but concentrate only on the
classical aspects of the theory. Suffice i t  to say tha t, in the 
author s opinion th is indicates that our search for the correct 
theory has far to go s t m .  He will add some further comments 
on th is  matter in the Conclusion to  th is work.
This work originally  arose as an attempt to understand gauge theories 
and has emerged as a systematic analysis of the symmetries embodied 
by a gauge group. We have based the theory on an action principle, 
a group and I ts  representations and a manifold on which these re­
presentations constitute the material fie lds of the theory.
These fields and th e ir derivatives are used as the arguments of 
the Lagranglan to which the action principle Is applied to obtain 
the equations of motion. The theory Is then made to  carry the group 
symmetry by demanding tha t the Lagranglan transform as a group 
invariant tdien the material fie lds are subjected to  the action 
of the group. Our analysis Is based on a net of Invariance 
id en tities  which the functional derivatives e f the Lagranglan 
must sa tisfy  In order th a t I t  be a group Invariant. These Iden­
t i t i e s  turn out to be powerful tools which we use to uncover the 
overall structure and content of the theory without having to know 
the d e ta il.d  structure o f the Lagranglan. We are then In a position 
to postpone the choice of the Lagranglan to the end and to  compare 
theories based on d ifferen t Lagranglens. This Is particularly  
important In the case of gravity because o f i ts  Inherent complexity* 
but also In general because we always begin with the most general 
case - not making any In itia l  assumptions about things like minimal 
coupling. Rather we le t  the Structure of a minimally coupled 
Lagranglan be dictated by the Iden tities themselves.
This work is divided Into three parts: Part I consists of Chapters 
1 and 2 and deals with general prelim inaries; Part XX consists of 
Chapters 3 and 4 and concerns the so-called Internal Thaor and 
fin a lly , Part III consists of Captors 8,6 and 7 and deals with 
Gravity.
In. Chapter 1 we give a b rie f outline of standard group theory beginning 
with the group axioms and proceeding on to  topological groups. This
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®*tter f ie ld . Into a general Lagranglan which we use to calculate 
the Invariance Iden tities . We define a generalised covariant 
current which Is found to act as a s ource in the new equations 
of motion and whose detailed structure Is given by the Iden tities .
We also deduce I ts  conservation law and find th a t. In the general 
ease. I t  Is not conserved without any further assumptions being made. 
However, taking advantage of the transformation properties of the 
functional derivatives of the Lagranglan we define a minimally 
coupled Lagranglan In which the current Is conserved. We find 
also that the gauge fie lds carry a gauge dependent charge which 
Is not present In electrodynamics and which represents an additional 
non-linearity In the theory. This theory, as a whole, gives a 
prescription for coupling together the matter and gauge fields 
and to  explore th is  further we calculate, In Chapter 4, the 
canonical energy-momenttm and angular momentum tensors associated 
with the gauge fie ld s . We do th is  by taking the matter fie ld s to 
be elements o f a Lorentt representation on which the Poincare group 
acts globally. The conservation laws then show how energy, momentum 
and angular momentum are exchanged between the fie ld s . I t  Is found 
th a t there Is no covariant In trin sic  spin which can be associated 
with the gauge fie ld s -  as fa r  as the conservation o f angular mo* 
mentum Is concerned they make only an orb ita l contribution.
Part III concerns I ts e l f  with gravity as the gauge theory of the 
Polnear* group and in Chapter 5 we discuss the gauge fie ld s and the 
matter fie lds tdtlch are required for the local action o f th is  group.
At the outset the theory Is formulated on a four-dimensional manifold 
tdilch carries a symmetric, non-singular metric and a non-symmatrlc 
affine connection. We f i r s t  present general co-ordinate trans- 
formations as the local action of the translation  group and show 
how I ts  gauge fie ld s  may be Interpreted as a f ie ld  of orthonormal 
vectors, knowi as a te trad  f ie ld , which are unique only up to Lorentz 
transformations and which may be used to  define the manifold metric.
Wa exploit the non-uniqueness to  define local Lorentz representations 
which then constitute the matter fie lds of the theory, wo are thus 
able to gauge the translation group and the Lorentz group simultaneously.
6To gauge the Lorentz Group we Introduce a set of L o n n tz ' po ten tia ls ' 
which are also m l  fold vectors and we next determine the manifold 
connection In terms of the Lorentz potentials and the tetrads 
by demanding that the covariant derivative of the te trad  vanishes 
Identically . This also allows us to write the manifold torsion 
•nd curvature In ten r, of the gauge fie lds which then determine 
the geometric properties of the manifold completely.
t
In Chapter 6 we calculate the Invariance id en tities  from a general 
Ugronglan W%ich contains a ll  the fie lds and th e ir  derivatives as 
•rgw ents. Our analysis proceeds along lines sim ilar to tha t o f 
the Internal theory In Chapter 3 and we draw roughly sim ilar con­
clusions. Ms define covariant stress tensors for both the tetrads 
( ‘s tre s s ')  and the Lorentz potentials ( 's p ln -s tre s s ')  and find tha t they 
are aurcas In the fie ld  equations. In addition, they are not 
conserved a p rio ri but can be made so by a special choice o f 
Lagranglan or by the imposition of certain constraints. These 
•re  apparently new results,being revealed by our generalised 
systematic analysis,and they reduce to the usual ones In the 
standard theories. Ms then give a prescription fo r constructing 
minimally coupled Lagranglan in which the roles of the Individual 
fie ld s are clearly  separated. Me find a s tress  tensor and a spln- 
s tress  tensor associated with each of the fie lds: matter, te trad  
and Lorentz potential. The conservation laws then show clearly  
how each fie ld  affocts and is  affected by the others. The Iden tities 
•iso  give Information about the symmetry properties of the stress 
tensors which is  closely linked to  the conservation of spln-stress, 
feature tdilch distinguishes th is  theory from the Internal theory 
Is tha t the te trad  is  a gauge fie ld  which is  a gauge tensor unlike 
•«y o f the other gauge fie ld s  idilch are moro like connections. This 
has far-reaching consequences, in particu lar we may define a covenant 
sp ln-stress fOr I t  Wilch, In the general case. In teracts with the 
sp ln-stress of matter. This Is In contrast to  the Lorentz potential 
for which no covariant sp ln-stress may be defined.
Finally, In Chapter 7 we consider a number of theories based on 
particu lar Lagranglans. We begin with the simplest, namely the 
Einstein theory with vanishing torsion, and we see, as expected, 
th a t I t  cannot support a material f ie ld  with spin. We next Include 
torsion to get the Elnsteln-Cartan theory and find tha t the torsion 
Is generated locally by the spin of the matter fie ld  but does not 
propagate as a dynamic f ie ld . We find also th a t the Einstein 
tensor Is not symmetric and th a t spln-stress Is not conserved.
We then consider a theory irftlch Is quadratic in the curvature 
devised as a simple means of ensuring the conservation of spln- 
s tress . So fa r these are a l l  standard resu lts .
Many authors have noted a sim ilarity  between the roles of the 
curvature and the torsion and In th is  formulation th is  Is made 
absolutely clear. We therefore consider, f in a lly , a theory In 
which the usual roles of torsion and curvature are Interchanged -  
the curvature Is taken to  vanish Identically while the torsion 
Is non-zero - the so-called New General R elativity. In th is  
theory the Lorentz stress vanishes identically  (the generalized 
equivalent of the Einstein tensor) to  be replaced by the te trad  
stress which has been zero In a ll the theories we have considered 
thus far. The te trad  stress Is symsetrlc while the matter s tress  
Is not and the to ta l s tre ss , which behaves as a source fo r the 
propagation of torsion , Is conserved. Lastly, the to ta l spln- 
s tress  vanishes Identically which leads to the spln-stress of 
matter being algebraically related to  the te trad  sp ln-stress.
I t  must be emphasized tha t these are the simplest cases which nat­
urally  suggest themselves. We could consider many more exotic 
cases within the framework presented here -  Including certain 
classes of non-minima!ly coupled Lagranglans as well as hybrids 
in which both curvature and torsion are dynamic e n tit le s . These* 
however, must remain as the subject of future work.
NOTATION
The fie lds of the theory are denoted by:
Matter: * * ; * *
e*«9»i ! •*„ i “ *b
e rsv lt i t lo n il:  i w  ; t
Reduced uppercase Latin le tte rs : a , b , c , o •
are group representation Indices; M Is the dimension of the
representation.
; »1 •
Lower-case Latin le tte rs  from the beginning of the alphabet: 
B;b#c#df#*f*g*h * 0 , . . . , 3  
are Lorentz vector representation Indices. The remaining lowar-case 
le tte rs :  k ,m ,n ,p ,r,s *
are an N-dlmenslonal group parameter Indices.
The upper-case Greek le tte rs :
* ;  T ; Z  ; H
are used to denote the functional derivatives o f the Lagranglan 
(the concomitants).
The specific lower-case Greek Indices:
a » 0 » Y * 6 » c  *
are Lorentz Group representation Indices, where P Is the dimension 
of the representation. The remaining lower-case Greek le tte rs
, •• ■ 0 , . . . , 3
are manifold co-ordinate Indices.
For an arbitrary N-dlmenslonal Lie Group the parameters are 
denoted by:
k ■ I#. . . »N »
the generators In an M-dimensional representation by.
Tk*s  a,» ■ ,
and the structure constants by:
Che Translation Group parameters are:
$ ** V ■ 0*.«* 3 § 
while for the Lorentz Group they are: 
«sb a ,b  * 0 , . . , 3  .
The Lorentz Group generators are
vector representation: sabCd
P-dim. representation: sab%
and Its structure constants: G
The symbol | | enclosing a functional derivative Indicates
that I t  1$ to be evaluated when a ll the parameters and their 
derivatives have been set to zero.
The summation convention will be used throughout the dissertation
■" X 7 :
PART I: Preliminaries
,c.f V,:
CHAPTER 1 GROUP THEORY
1.1 Introduction
This chaptor serves to  present a very b rief survey of groups end th e ir  
representations. I t  has been kept to a minimum, dealing only with 
tha t which Is necessary for the la te r  development of the general theory. 
For further deta ils  and a more rigorous treatment the reader Is referred 
to the very extensive lite ra tu re  a selection of which Is given in the 
bibliography.
We begin by defining an abstract group and lis tin g  some of I ts  properties. 
The representation of a group Is the means by which I t  may be realised 
In some way as an operation on some physical or mathematical object.
In our case we will deal exclusively with linear representations In 
which the group elements are matrices operating on vectors In spaces 
of suitable dimensions. By Introducing homomorphisms between groups 
we may define many d ifferen t representations of the same group.
The theory to  be developed In the sequel Is based on groups which have 
an in fin ite  number of elements and which admit a topological structure 
• the so-called Lie Groups. For these groups we may define a se t of 
numbers called the group structure constants which determine the group 
uniquely. I t  is  also found tha t any element of such a group In a p a r ti­
cular representation Is determined by a special se t of matrices called 
the generators associated with tha t representation. The structure 
constants and the generators are therefore of principal concern in the 
theory and together they may be used to define the Lie Algebra of the 
group.
Finally we discuss In more detail two groups which will concern us 
la te r  on: the Lorentz Group and the Translation Group. Together 
these constitu te the Polnear# Group which, as we shall elaborate, 
is  fundamentally related to gravity.
1.2 Groups: I n l c  D efinition: and Terminology
A group G Is defined to be e se t of elements together with a binary 
operation o which sa tis f ie s  the following axioms:
A!: I f  a,b « G then a o b 6 c (closure)
All: a o ( b e e )  * (a o b) o c for a ll  a,b ,c * 6
(associativ ity)
AIM: There ex ists a unique element •  ® G such that
# o a •  a o a # a for a ll a # G
e Is called the id m tity  tlm w nt of G.
AIV: For each a c  g there ex ists a unique element b « 6
such tha t
a o b ■ b o a  » #
b Is called the W are#  o f a and Is denoted by a*1 .
I f  the composition rule Is cosnutatlve I .e .  I f
a o b •  b o a  for a l l  a,b •  G
then G Is said to  be X bolim  . Me will see th a t fo r the more 
Interesting groups th is  Is not the case.
An Immediate c lassifica tion  of G Is given by the number of I ts  
elements. I f  they are f in ite  In number then G Is called 
I f  they are denumerably In fin ite  (countable) then G Is called 




A subset H c c Is called a tubgroup of 6 I f  I ts  elements 
also form a group under the same composition rule.
I f  H Is a subgroup of G then we can define a oonJugat§ ew&gra*
H (g) of H for each g « G byc •
He (g) e (g o h o g"1 | h « H) g o H o g*1 .
The subgroup H Is said to be invariant I f
h (g) " H for a ll g e e .
G Is called *impU I f  I t  has no Invariant subgroups and eeei- 
»impl« I f  I t  has no abelian Invariant subgroups. In a la te r  section 
we will give Cartan's c rite rion  for establishing the semi•simplicity 
of an In fin ite  group.
A group G is said to be hemomorphio to  another group 6* I f
there exists a mapping (possibly many to one) which preserves the 
composition rule
I f  e ,b ,c e  g have Images a ' , b ' ,C  «  G« and th e ir  respective
composition rules are o and o* then
e o b •  c •  a ' b* •  c* .
I f  th is  map Is one-to-one then G and G» are UomorpkU.
1.3 Representations
So far the group c Is an abstract se t with the property th a t the 
composition of two elements yields a th ird  and th a t each element 
has a unique inverse defined In terms of a unique iden tity . Such a 
structure may be realised by Interpreting the elements as operator*
13
whose composition rule his the seme properties. We will work with 
linear operators In the form of square matrices In which case the 
composition rule becomes simply matrix m ultiplication. I t  Is easy 
to see that the set of a ll square matrices of given dimension forms 
a group under m ultiplication. We will usually work with subgroups 
of th is  general matrix group defined by having some restric tio n  on 
the matrices (for example having the ir determinants equal to one) 
which Is preserved under m ultiplication. Thus a representation  
will be a homomorphism between the abstract group and a subgroup of 
the general matrix group such tha t:
I f  a « C and a has the Image D(a) where D(a) Is an n x n 
matrix, then we must have
a o b ■ c •  D(a) x D(b) ■ D(a o b) ■ Dfc) 
and D(e) » I the n x n Identity  matrix.
The objects on which the matrix group acts are of course n -  dimensional 
vectors occupying a vector sp t.e  Vfi and we will denote them by
if a ■ 1 , . . . ,n
and the group action Is then given by
i *  » D \  " .
As often happens the group I ts e l f  may be defined by a se t of matrices 
and we then speak of these matrices as the aelf-represontaH m  of 
the group.
We may also define combinations of representations In the same way 
as vector spaces may be combineu to d irec t sums and products. This
leads to the concept of red u o ib ility  In which a compound representation
may be reduced Into the d irec t sum of a se t of representations of
lower dimensionality. However, we shall not concern ourselves to 
any great extent with these aspects (although they are of fundamental 
Importance) except to Introduce the d irect product representation 
of two groups.
Suppose we have two groups G and G' represented In the spaces 
Vfi and Vm by the matrices dab and Dsb respectively, where 
A,# » and a,b ■ 1 ,...,m  . Then the d irec t product
representation operates In the space Vfi x whose vectors arc 
denoted by the 'mixed' quantities * Aa. In ado.Mon, the representation 
matrices are required to commute he order of the Indices Is
Immaterial. We have then the dir*. duot group denoted by
G x G' whose action on the elements of Vn x V|R Is given by:
i Aa .  d* dV * eb ■ 0
I f  G' Is G I ts e lf  then the group so obtained Is , in general, 
reducible.
In addition to the representation space we may also Introduce 
the dual •poo* V* Inhabited by the vectors which are such 
tha t the Inner product *A * A Is invariant under the group operations. 
I t  follows Imsedlately tha t the group action on these vectors Is given
by:
which Is well defined since the Inverse D*leA always ex is ts .
1.4 Topoloolcal Qro-os
We now specialise to In fin ite  groups which are such tha t we may define 
a topologioal ttruotur*  on th e ir elements. This means tha t we are 
able to define a se t r of subsets of G such tha t each element of 
G Is in a t least one subset, the null set and G I ts e lf  are In r
•nd the unions end Intersections of elements of r  are also elements 
of r .  Such a topology allows us to define the concept of oontimdty 
In the group. I f  we view the composition law
a o b •  c a,b ,c  € G
as a map: <p : G x g ■* g
given by
c " * (a,b) 
then * may be regarded as continuous.
Continuity also allows us to define a oomeottd group as one In 
which every pair of elements may be joined by a continuous curve 
lying en tire ly  within the group. I t  is  §4mply-wmn$at'9d I f  every 
closed curve can be continuously deformed to  a point. I t  may also 
occur tha t there are more than two d is tin c t closed curves which 
cannot be deformed e ither Into a single point or into each other 
(they are said to be homotopioally imquivalent). If there are m 
such curves then the group Is said to be m-fold oormsoud.
The topological structure also allows us to speak about neighbourhood* 
of elements of the group. The simplest kind of topological group 
is  one for which there ex ists an Isomorphism between points of I ts  
neighbourhoods and points of open neighbourhoods In an n dimensional 
Euclidean space Rn. Any set which sa tis f ie s  th is requirement Is 
called a manifold and so the space made up of the group elements 
becomes an n dimensional manifold.
1.5 Li# Groups
A topological group g which i t  an n dimensional manifold Is an
n dimensional l i t  Group, provided the manifold Is Ck, k % 3.
The one-to-one mapping between the group and Rn allows us to assign 
co-ordinates to the elements of the group. Thus each e e  G is  
labelled by a se t of lumbers a1 i  ■ 1 ,..,n  which we shall call i ts  
p a rm tu r t and we suppose tha t the dimension n Is such that the 
a *..,##** are a ta m tia l in that none may be expressed in terms of 
the others.
The group composition law defines a th ird  element from the composition 
of any two. We would thus expect tha t the parameters of the th ird  
element be functionally related to the parameters of the original 
two, i .e .
i f  c ■ a o b
then c1 •  wl (aj ,bk) . (1.1)
I t  can then be shown that the se t v.\ parameter composition functions 
w* are analytic in th e ir  arguments (which condition is  often used to 
define a Lie Group).
In the group the identity  # Is a special element and we will always 
choose our correspondence so tha t i t  is  mapped onto the origin of Rn, 
I .e . I t  has a ll  i t s  parameters equal to zero. Note also tha t i f  U 
Is a neighbourhood of some element g « c then g-1U is  a neigh­
bourhood of e and so we need only work with neighbourhoods of # 
when we investigate the local properties of the group. The global 
properties (connectedness e tc .)  can only be analysed by means of non­
local objects such as continuous curves.
1.6 Structure Constants
The group Is now a manifold whose points are continuously related 
to each other by the composition law (1.1) and we may ask how the 
group axioms re s tr ic t  the composition functions wl .
F irs tly , we have an Identity (All!) which obeys
•  o e • •
and has a ll I ts  parameters zero. This demands that
I#1 (0,0) •  0 i  (1.2)
also
e o e •  a o e e * for a ll  a e  o
hence
*l {aj , 0) .  a1 (1.3)
and
*1(0 ,.j ) -  I 1 . «)
We also have an Inverse (AIV):
-1 - i  a o a •  a o a •  a
so
Wl Cai ,a*1 k) -  W1(ael k,aJ) •  0 
***** s - i  k are the parameters of a*1 .
0 .8)
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Since f  Is analytic we may develop I t  In a power series: 
A a .b )  •  m1 ♦ k ^ a i ♦ *
♦ hl jkbj bk ♦ . . . (1 .6)
6y (1.2) we can drop the f i r s t  term. Using (1.3) and (1.4) 
and equating coefficients of a1 and b* we get
k‘ j  -  ‘S
while a ll coefficients of terms containing only a s or only b 's  
vanish. (1.6) becomes therefore
f l(a ,b )  •  a1 ♦ bl  ♦ ♦ 0(3)
where 0(3) denotes th ird  and higher order terms
The associativ ity  property (A ll):
a o (b o c) •  (a o b) o c
/ ( a \ / ( b i , c * ) )  •  ^*(Wi (a^,bn) ,c k) .
•y using (1.8) and defining
. i
ej  k " ‘ jk  ’ * kj 
I t  cam be shown tha t the obey
C j W n  * S i W j  ‘  C* W .  *  0
which Is called the JaooH Id e n tity ,
Note tha t the c ^ k are anti-symmetric in th e ir  lower Indices.
Tt» # t r t  not M  completely determined but I t  turns out tha t they 
sa tis fy  •  d iffe ren tia l equation the In tegrab lllty  condition fo r which 
depends on being able to  find a se t of numbers c *  which sa tisfy  
(1.11). Having found such a se t ms may construct the w1 and hence 
a Lie Group. The Cj ^ therefore determine the group and they are 
called  the jw u p  itruotu** a e n tta n f. Note tha t fo r an abelian 
group the In (1.8) are constrained to be symsetrlc and hence, 
hy (1.10), such a group will have vanishing structure constants.
For future reference we Introduce the C artan-m iing  m tr io i
°jk  * C j V A  (1.12)
which can be shown to be symmetric by using the Jacobi Identity . 
Furthermore, I f  Is non-singular then the group Is seml-slmple -
ttils  being Cartan's c rite rio n  of semi-simplicity.
1*7 The Group Generators
Nil o f the above concerns only the parameters I .e .  the labelling of
the abstract group elements and Is therefore Independent of any actual 
representation. Consider now a representation of g In terms of 
mm matrices. The matrix which corresponds to the group element >- 
having parameters •% i  .  we denote by:
**#(**) A»* * 1 ,... ,m  •  dim. o f the rep.
since I t  will depend functionally on these parameters. The group
Identity  corresponds to the matrix iden tity :
e> >  •  * \ .
Me can expand In a Taylor series about the Identity:
* > >  -  ♦ a1 V ,  ,  0 ( . 2) (1.13)
•re  celled the g m a ra tw  o f the representation. Alio, since 
every D has an Inverse, we have
D"U „C«) •  »*B .  Sk T|l*B ♦ 0 ( .2) (1 .1 :)
•  O - i .
In the one dimensional scalar representation a ll the generators 
vanish,
next we derive a commutation rela tion  which these generators 
sa tisfy  by forming the commutator of two matrix operators with 
arb itrary  parameters:
D*BC»)DB6 (b) .  D\cb)Dee (a)
■ D*«(ci 5 * Ov closure) (1.1*)
Wwre, by (1 .8),
Cj4 •  a1 ♦ b1 ♦ ♦ . .
(1.17)
Cj4 •  a4 ♦ b4 ♦ ^ j a ^ b ^  ♦ . .
I f  we now expand out/the matrices In (1,16) In the manner of 
(1.13), co llec t second-order terms and use (1.10) and the arb i­
trariness of the parameters, we find
VeV. - V,:V. ■ CA V. (I 'M )
which we shall ca ll the gm trato* itw a tu**  rtU rton*
th is  relation  I t  of fundamental Importance since, given the group 
structure constants, any se t of n square matrices 
satisfying I t  will serve as generators and so define a representation 
of the group (we w in see how to construct the representation matrices 
out of the generators In the next section). In particu lar, the 
structure constants themselves sa tisfy  the Jacobi Identity which may 
be re-arranged to take the form (1.16) and hence may also serve 
as generators:
V n  * V »  * «’ •’»)
In so doing they define the adjo in t vapraamtaHon of the group. 
This Is an Important representation, partly  because I t  Is always 
known.
Me mention In passing th a t, because of the structure rela tion  (1.18), 
the generators themselves transform like  constant numerical tensors 
under the group action (see Appendix 1). Also, an arb itrary  para­
meter transformation which preserves the Identity  has the form:
IT ■
S*(0) ■ 0.
Under such a reparameterization the generators and structure constants 
transform as vectors and tensors respectively so ensuring th a t the 
structure relation  Is preserved.
I*# The Exponential Form of the Representations
Consider a matrix group element D^ta*) and le t  m be an a rb itra r ily  
large Integer. Then, as m** , the expansion
D eCa ^  " ?  Tk*e (1.20)
becomes exact. The composition of two elements with parameter £*
resu lts  In an element with parameter
by (1.8). Composing m of these elements gives
trttlch, to f i r s t  order, Is the element dab (») . Hence, In the lim it 
as m tends to In fin ity ,
which Is the exponential form of the representation and shows that 
the generators In any representation are su ffic ien t to determine the 
group operators In th a t representation.
1*# The l i e  Algebra of a Lie Group
A U § Atgtbra Is generally defined to be a se t of vectors In a
vector space v equipped with a binary composition ( , ) which
sa tis f ie s  the following axioms:
I I :  *,y « V e  (x,y) « v
I I I :  [%,y] " -[y.xj
D*e (a) - ( H i  (DC £ ) ] * > * ,
■ «q> ( »k r kAe ) ( L i t )
l l t l :  [x ,[y ,sj] ♦ [y ,(s ,x )) ♦ (s ,tx ,y )J ■ o
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W* have already noted tha t the generators are vectors under repara- 
meterlsatlon of the group. If  we define the binary composition rule 
by the structure relation  written In the form
( v T. i  •  V .  Tj
then, since the are anti-symmetric In I ts  two lower Indices
and sa tisfy  the Jacobi Identity , we find th a t the Tk constitu te the 
basis of a Lie Algebra. The Importance of th is  algebra stems from 
a theorem which sta tes th a t there Is a d irec t correspondence between 
Lie Algebras and connected Lie Groups.
The generators are determined In any represenatlon by an expansion 
In the neighbourhood of the Identity  and the fact tha t they form a 
Lie Algebra by the group axioms. Hence the Lie Algebra concerns I t ­
se lf  only with the looal properties of the group. I ts  gU bal pro­
perties such as connectedness are undetermined and so two groups may 
have Isomorphic Lie Algebras but one may be simply connected while 
the other Is  multiply connected. I t  then turns out that for every 
multiply connected group G there Is a unique simply connected group 
?  whose Lie Algebra Is Isomorphic to tha t of G. We call ?  the 
oow rlng group of G.
1.10 Group Invariants
Schur's f i r s t  lemma sta tes  that any operator which commutes with 
a ll of the operators In an Irreducible representation can only be 
a multiple of the Identity . I t  follows th a t such operators (matrices) 
must also commute with a ll of the group generators. We may then 
choose a complete se t of mutually commuting operators and a basis In 
the representation space In which they are a ll diagonal. The se t of 
a ll th e ir  eigenvalues In th is  basis may then be used to c lassify  the 
representation (e.g. mass and spin). The maximum number of such 
operators which commute with a ll of the generators Is called the 
rank of the group.
-rj^
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1.11 Groupt of Sptclil I n f  r»»t
W# review some of the properties of the Lorentz. Transletlon end 
Pointer# Groups since these will be essential to the la te r  development 
Of our general theory. As an illu s tra tio n  of the foregoing theory 
the Lorentz group serves as an example of a general Lie Group although 
I ts  notation Is more cumbersome than most.
1.11.1 The Homogeneous Lorentz Group
Me will define a homogeneous Lorentz transformation as a linear trans­
formation of the co-ordinates In a Minkowski space which preserves 
the Minkowski metric:
{ ■ d ia g ( - l , l , i , l )  e,b ■ 0 , . . . , 3  . (1.24)
If  the space has co-ordinates x* then such a transformation Is
I* .  A ^  xb (1 .*5)
and If  th is  Is to preserve the metric then we must have
n,b  • 5*b •  a*c Abd n64 (l.M )
where the Inverse of i?ab Is defined by
. • S , cb -  «% . (1.27)
Using the metric to raise and lower the Indices In (1.26) we have
V  <  • « \  ( i .» )
which Is AT A ■ i or A-1 ■ at where T denote*
the transpose. This Is the defining condition for matrices of the 
vector representation of the Lorentz Group; I t  is  also the se lf  * 
representation In our definition of the group.
tie-'
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A Ax# matrix has 16 components. Equation (1.28) Imposes 10 
conditions on these so that A has only 6 Independent components, 
We therefore Infer th a t the Lorentz Group has 6 essential para­
meters. We will denote the group by Lh.
An Immediate consequence of (1.28) Is that
(det A) 4 •  i
and we find
det A * t l
We must therefore distinguish between the elements of which 
have the ir de+*ns1nants equal to *1 and -1. Further, I f  we put 
a ■ b • 0 In (1.28), we have
C AS y 1 * ,$ ,( A*. >2 Z. 1
so tha t we have two further classes of element:
AS i  1 or AS & -1 .
We see then tha t the elements of the Lorentz Group each belong to 
one of four d is tin c t classes. However, the Identity element has
det I ■ *1 and IS  & 1
and so only those elements of Lu which have
det A ■ 1 and AS & 1
form a subgroup. I t  Is called the proper orthoohronout Lorcnta Q*oup 
since I t  Is a proper subgroup and I t  preserves time orientations • 
m  shall confine our attention to I t  exclusively.
■" 'L:-i
...
■ ■ ■/ ^
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I ' l l  2 The Generators and Structure Constant*
An 1nf1n1 teslma transfonmitlon of the coord inates may be expressed
as
** ■ (4*b * * V  xb (1.31)
where, by (1,28) the «ab m itt sa tisfy
e,b  .  . .h* (1.32)
i . e .  the eab are 6 Independent Infinitesimal numbers which we 
shall take as the Infinitesimal parameters of the group.
In infinitesim al form we write A as (c .f .(1 .13 ))
<  • » \  ♦ «Cd SCd1b (1.33)
where
V b  * - sd c \  (1.34)
are the generators of the self-representation. Comparing (1.33) 
with (1.31) we find
from which
V b  ■ i < V * c  - W  (1.36)
so that we know these generators ex p lic itly . The commutator of 
a pair of generators Is
(1.37)
are the group structure constants, and
(1.38)
Although we have used the self-representation of the group to find 
the structure constants, we may use the structure relation (1.18) 
to construct any other representation '•** find necessary. We w ill, 
however, not delve too deeply Into tf c mplex subject and merely 
remark tha t the Lorentz Is doubly con acted which Is the fundamental 
reason for the existence of two kinds of representations: §pinor§ 
which ro tate  Into themselves ■ *er a spatial rotation of 4* 
radians, and tcn to rt which do ■inder* a rotation of 2* radians.
We will make no special d istinction  between these two but instead 
denote an arb itrary  spln-tensor by # * where the Index a will 
range over the dimension of the representation space. A group trans­
formation Is then
and the generators sa tisfy
Note tha t the parameters eeb are no longer necessarily Infinitesimal 
but they must s t i l l  sa tisfy  (1.32). We also consider the dual 
transformation given by:
(1.39)
where the transformation matrix has the form
Da 6 ( « )  «  e x p t  t eb s,i a mb B (1.40)
(1.42)
sre the group structure constants, and
(1.38)
Although we have used the self-representation of the group to find 
the structure constants, we ma> use the structure rela tion  (1.18) 
to construct any other representation we find necessary. We w ill, 
however, not delve too deeply Into th is  complex subject and merely 
remark tha t the Lorentz Is doubly connected which Is the fundamental 
reason for the existence of two kinds of representations: a p iw n  
which ro tate Into themselves under a spatial rotation of 4* 
radians, and ttrmom  which do so under a rotation of 2* radians.
We will rake no special d istinction  between these two but Instead 
denote an arb itrary  spln-tensor by f  * where the Index a will 
range over the dimension of the representation space. A group trans­
formation Is then
(1.39)
where the transformation matrix has the form
d“bC«) - «q>I «*b $,sb 1
a (1.40)
and the generators sa tisfy
Note that the parameters «ab are no longer necessarily infinitesim al 
but they must s t i l l  sa tisfy  (1.32). We also consider the dual 
transformation given by:
'  '




O' 18 ( « a b )  .  D8 C- *a b ) (1.43)
I t  the Inverse transformation. This ensures that
* *C& (1.44)
Is an Invariant scalar. We also have the adjoint representation 
whose vectors carry double Indices:
? ab •  D*w .(«**) *eb r.e f % ... cd cd (1.45)
where
.mb
0“ c4( . " )  .  « p [  «, f  c . A d  > (1.46)
and, f in a lly , we have the scalar representation whose generators 
a ll  vanish. The group action Is therefore, since these objects 
carry no Indices,
(1.47)
1.11.3 The Polnear* or fnhomogeneout Lorentz Group
We combine co-ordinate translations with rotations to  define the 
Polnear! Group by Is action on the co-ordinates of a Minkowski 
space:
?  .  Ae b ( . c < )  „ b
which Is a 10 parameter transformation. I f  we make the convention 
that Lorentz transformations are to be performed before translations 
then we can denote an element of the g-iup by
( A ,  I )
where the Identity element 1* C I. 0 ) . The product of two
elements Is then found to be
^2*^2^ 1*^2
I t  Is Immedletely apperent that the commutator of a pure translation 
and a Lorentz transformation does not vanish:
(1 ,1 )(A,0) -  (A ,o)(l,t) -  (0,(1 - A]|) (1.50)
so tha t these two group operations do not commute. This means tha t 
we cannot write the Polnear! Group as a d irec t product of the Trans­
lation and Lorentz groups. We may, however, use the composition law
(1.49) to define a ami-diraot product
P s i  •  T , (1.51)
We will Implement the group In the following way: a t  each point 
of the Minkowski space we attach a Lorentz representation space. 
Suppose tha t * * Is a representation vector a t the point P 
which has co-ordinates x* . Under a Polnear! transformation the 
components of * * become T * and the co-ordinates of P become 
x j • where
V - DV fCd) V  (UM )
and
#p -  Abs («c4) x* ♦ Sb . (1.63)
Note th a t, under pure translations («Bb*0) the components of p * 
transform as scalars. We will sometimes w rite P *(xs) to Indicate 
the values of the components situated a t the point with co-ordinates
xe . F inally , by the chain rule and (1.48) we have, for the trans­
formation of the derivatives
where the Identity element 1$ C I, 0 ) . The product of two
elements Is then found to be
(A2. f 2)CAl , t I ) -  ( A g A ^  ^  ♦ t 2) ,  (1.49)
I t  Is Immediately apparent that the commutator of a pure ranslatlon 
and a Lorentz transformation does not vanish:
(l,l)(A ,0) -  (A ,o)(i,t) * (0 ,[ I  - A]f) (1 ,50)
so that these two group operations do not commute. This means that 
we cannot write the Polncar# Group as a d irec t product of the Trans­
lation and Lorentz groups. We may, however, use the composition law
(1.49) to define a temi-di& eot produot
p  •  L •  r . (1.51)
We will Implement the group In the following way: a t  each point 
of the Minkowski space we attach a Lorentz representation space. 
Supp:se tha t *pa Is a representation vector a t the point P 
which has co-ordinates x* . Under a Polnear# transformation the 
components of *p° become ?p8 and the co-ordinates of P become
Xp , where
*p' • V  (1.62)
and
^  t«c<) .  t b . ( i .M ,
Note th a t, under pure translations (#***#0 ) the components of # * 
transform as scalars. We will sometimes write * ®(x4) to Indicate 
the values of the components situated a t the point with co-ordinates 
x . f in a lly , by the chain rule and (1.48) we have, for the trans­
formation of the derivatives
APPE.1DIX 1
Group Tr maformatloh* of the Generators
We may define the transformation laws of 'mixed' group tensors.
For example suppose that h£ 9 transforms In the adjoint representation 
on I ts  Index k and In an arb itrary  representation on I ts  Indices 
a , ■ then
V .  '  ° \  O '1 \  •
In particu lar, I f  is a generator, then, since we
need only work In a neighbourhood of the Identity , we have, to
f i r s t  order
Tr \  ’  C‘A.  ‘  • k V e)(«e.  -  Tn% )(. « , - cp*r ) V .
* T, \  * «ktTkA.  r% * V .  V .  - Ck% V . l
by the structure relation (1.18). The generators are therefore 
considered to transform as constant numerical tensors. We also 
tre a t the structure constants themselves as generators and so I t  
follows that they too may be considered to transform as constant 
numerical tensors.
I t  also follows that
1 e. these quantities are adjoint vectors.
CHAPTER 2 Global Gauge Invariance and 
the Lagranglan Formalism
2.1 Introduction
In the la s t chapter we Introduce groups and the ir representations 
and we will now use these as the fundamental objects on which to 
base a theory of fie ld s . We f i r s t  develop a free-fle ld  theory In 
which there are no sources and the fie lds propagate freely  through 
space-time. We are then In a position to define various kine­
matically conserved quantities which may be Interpreted physically 
as properties which the fields transport. These properties stem 
d irec tly  from the group Invariance by virtue of the Noether Theorem 
and are readily obtained for any given group.
The equations of motion for Lorentz fie lds may be deduced from th e ir  
Polncarl transformation covariance and we will assume that these are 
known for the representations of In terest without any further comment 
(we will assume that every fie ld  belongs to some representation of the 
Lorentz Group without always ex p lic itly  saying so). Such equations 
of motion may be derived from a variational principle based on a 
Lagranglan or,conversely, we may always construct a Lagranglan which 
will reproduce a known equation of motion.
From a gauge point of view the Lagranglan approach has two major 
advantages: f i r s t ly  we may ensure tha t the theory as a whole Is 
gauge covariant by requiring th a t the action be gauge Invariant 
I .e . I t  must transform as a group scalar, and secondly, as we will 
see In la te r  chapters, we may enlarge the action of the group to 
generate theories of Interacting fie ld s .
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2.2 Tht F rtt Fields and th t Group Actions
W« will define a fie ld  as a group representation vector attached 
to each point of a base manifold. This manifold Is to represent 
Minkowski space-time and as such I t  Is endowed with the Minkowski 
metric Introduced In the la s t chapter. We w in denote I ts  co-ordinates 
by x * a * 0 , . . ,3 .
The action of an n parameter Lie Group G on the components of th is  
f ie ld  Is given by*.
♦ *(**) -  8* .(«k) * • (* • )  (2.1)
where a ( •  •  1 , . . . ,m • dimension of the representation. Note 
tha t we define the components of * * to be Individually Lorentz 
scalars.
The effec t of th is transformation Is to 'ro ta te ' the representation 
vectors everywhere by the same amount depending on the values of the 
parameters. These parameters are constants - Independent of the 
co-ordinates - and we call th is  the global action of the group.
The group transformation does not affec t the co-ordinates themselves 
and for th is  reason i t  Is often referred to as an in u m a l group.
On the other hand, the Polncarf Group affec ts both the co-ordinates 
and the fie ld  components which are now generalized Lorentz vectors.
For th is  reason i t  Is called an awtomal group. Its  action Is 
given by:
* * (%*) ■ Dol0(«cd) * *(xb) (2.2)
^  " A > cd) xb ♦ | b (2*3)
where « , 6 range over the dimension of the Lorentz representation 
to which the field  belongs. The 10 parameters eed, | b are
constants and th is constitutes the global action of the Polnear# 
Group.
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Finally wt will Impose the requirement that the representation 
vectors be continuous, d ifferentiab le functions of the manifold 
co-ordliates In a ll regions of In terest. We will denote th e ir  
partia l derivatives with respect to a particular co-ordinate 
system by a comma:
*••• « i f
'*  3xs (2.4)
In the sequel we will often refer to the collectively  as the
m tU r  f ie ld s .
2.3 The Action Principle and the Equations of Motion
We give a b rief account of the derivation of the fie ld  equations 
from the Action Principle, presenting only a simplified version.
For a more detailed and rigorous treatment the reader Is referred 
to  the lite ra tu re  (see, for example, D. Lovelock and H. Rund, 1975).
Define the action:
l a  j  L d4x (2.5)
R A
where r is  sow* region of space-time and d x denotes the e le ­
mentary four-volume. L is  the Lagranglan which we shall suppose has 
the functional dependence:
L ■ l (  * A : * A t  ) (2.6)
where now * * stands for any collection of fie lds carrying which­
ever Indices we require. Anticipating certain  resu lts we r e s tr ic t  
l  to contain only the f i r s t  derivatives of the fie lds so tha t the
equations of motion be of a t most second order, and also to have no
ex p lic it dependence on the co-ordinates themselves.
We next subject the fie ld  components to Infinitesimal variations 
Independently of each other but a ll constrained to vanish on the 
boundary »r of the region r :
+ 6 * *  (2.7)
0 on 3R
We define the functional variation of the action as:
II ■ J *1 d4x (2.8)
«L • L (5 * :5 *  ) - (2.9)I* #*
and the functional dependence of L on Its  arguments Is not to be 
altered . Note also th a t the co-ordinates are not subject to variation,
/
The Action Principle now demands that *i vanishes for every choice 
of the Infinitesimal variations 5* * , i .e .
I « l d4x -  0 . (2.10
To f i r s t  order we have
»**  » * ;  •6»o
and also, since the derivative commutes with the variation,
, 7 ' h V ’
^ 7  >*** * , 7 7  * * %  • (* •« )
,b ,b
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The variation of the action is  therefore:
The la s t te rn , being a divergence, may be written as an integral 
over the boundary of R and hence, in view of (2.7) contributes 
nothing to the variation. We are le f t  with
which can hold for a rb itra ry . Independent 6* * only i f
These are called the Eultr-Lagrange Equation* which we shall take 
as the equations of motion, They specify a configuration of the 
fie lds (with suitable boundary conditions) which Is such tha t the 
action is  unaltered when they are varied s ligh tly . Note th a t, since 
l  depends only on the fi»# t derivatives of the f ie ld s , they can 
be, a t most, of second order In the f ie ld  derivatives.
We have already stated that our approach is  to assume tha t the f ie ld  
equations are known for the Lorentz representations of In terest (except 
perhaps, those for fie lds of high spin; see,for example, A. Aurllla 
and H. Umezawa, 1954). The reader will find discussions of the con­
struction of these equations in Roman (1960), Corson (1953) and many 
others. I t  is  then a simple task to construct a Lagr^nglan which will 
reproduce them In the form of the Euler-Lagrange equations and In the 
sequel we shall always use such a Lagranglan as the starting  point of 
our discussions. We w ill, however, only use the equations of motion
in the form (2.15).
2.4 Symmetry Transformations
In add i t ion  to the f ie ld  configuration  specified  by the  equations 
of motion we will  demand th a t  the action  be Invarian t under tra n s ­
formations of  the f ie ld  functions Induced by a group. This Is  our 
fundamental invariance requirement and ensures th a t the  re su ltin g  
theory embodies the symmetry defined by the group. Physically  
we may in te rp re t  these transform ations as connecting p a irs  o f observers 
who are using f ie ld s  which d if fe r  from each o ther by generalized 
'phase'  ro ta tio n s  ( c . f .  the exponential form of the rep resen ta tions) 
and, s ince  they are describ ing the same physical s i tu a t io n , we 
demand th a t  the p red ic tions they make concerning the  outcomes o f 
experiments be independent o f these d e ta iled  phase d iffe ren c e s .
"• wi l l  see th is  invariance leads d ire c tly  to  the d e fin itio n s  
uf generalized conserved cu rren ts and charges which ch a rac te r ise  
the f ie ld s .  This is  ca lled  gauge invariance of the fire t kind 
or k^nmatioal gauge invariance and Is  generated by the  global 
action  of the group. I t  Is  there fo re  a lso  known as the  Global 
Theory.
The d e ta iled  s tru c tu re  of the  Lagranglan remains unspecified  but 
we deduce a se t o f Invariance Id e n ti t ie s  which the functional 
d e riv a tiv es  of the Lagranglan must s a t is fy  In order fo r  the theory 
to ex h ib it the required group Invariance. As we w ill see , these  
id e n ti t ie s  are extremely useful In our an a ly sis .
2.5 In ternal Symmetry
2.5.1 The Invariance Id en tity
Under the action  of an in te rn a l group the Action transform  as a 
sca la r
when the fie ld s transform as:
-  DA1 (« k )  I l f ' (2.17)*
’  DA. ( ‘ k) (2.17)"
where the t k are constant parameters. In detail the transformed 
action Is
T .  |  rcWA:T As ) d4x (2 . 18)
R
which leads to  the Lagranglan transforming under the group as a 
scalar:
r < ? A: ? A ) • l (*  • : * • „ )  . (2 . 1 8 )*» #»
We now d iffe ren tia te  both sides of th is  equation with respect to #k 
and then se t these parameters to zero. Since the r .h .s .  is  In­
dependent of ek we have
L  ■ 0  '  ( 2 l M >
(The subscript " o " Indicates tha t the parameters have been se t to 
zero.).
• k « 0 corresponds to the Identity transformation, hence:
[ - J jL I  .  _ ± L  (2.22)




associated with the Lagranglan. 
By (2 .17)'
-  V ,  * e (2.25)
by definition of the group generotors. Similarly, by (2.17) ,
#
,  -  T kA. < .  • <“ 6>
Putting a ll of th is  Into (2.20) we have
*. V.*e* W . * \  ■ 0 « - v )
which Is the Invariance Identity associated with Internal global 
group transformations. By construction any Lagranglan whose der*
1vatIves sa tisfy  th is  Identity embodies the group sy netry. Note 
that I t  Is linear In the Lagranglan.
The concomitants themselves also transform under the group action 
and th e ir  transformation rule may be found by d ifferen tia ting  
(2.11) with respect to the fie ld  and I ts  derivative.
i
a t  
a *  A
and
which are called the oonoomitmta
Thus, differentiating with respect to * * :




and using (2.17)* and (2.23) we get
■ %
or ■ D '11.  * . ’ (2.28)
Hence Is a group vector transforming In the dual representation. 
Similarly, d ifferen tia ting  (2.19) with respect to * *b and using 
(2.17)b we find:
As fa r  as the group Is concerned the manifold Index b Is merely 
a labelling Index. We will see la te r  when we deal with Polncarl 
transformations that I t  is  in fact a Lorentz vector index so tha t 
the concomitant transforms as
under a Lorentz transformation.
In view of these transformation properties we see that the Identity 
I ts e l f  Is an adjoint tensor equation and Is therefore gauge covariant.
2 .6  The Conservation laws
V  • d*1’» V  • <2.2»)
Using (2.23) and (2.24) the equations of motion may be written:
which Is clearly  gauge covariant. We will suppose tha t the fie ld  
configuration Is such tha t I t  Is sa tisfied .
We have:
■ o
by the Invariance Identity . We therefore define a s t r ic t ly  con­
served ourrtnt: '
Note that Jak Is simultaneously a se t of n Lorentz vectors and 
a se t of four adjoint vectors.
If we Integrate (2.33) and suppose tha t the fie lds go to zero 
su fficien tly  fa s t In the approach to spatial In fin ity  then we 
find that
where * Is an In fin ite  spee-llke hypersurface, are a se t of n 
conserved charges. Their number being exactly equal to the dimension 
of the group. We see therefore tha t the Invariance Identity together 
with the equation of motion gives r ise  to a set of conserved currents 
and charges. Because they en tail the use of the equations of motion 
these conservation laws are called week oorunvation  Zeve. Finally, 





2, 7 Thft Poincare Group
The group now affects both the co-ordinates and the fie ld  components 
so tha t the calculations are a l i t t l e  more complex than for the 
Internal group, The transformations are:
' ? •  ■ ri, . * c<) v 6 C - " )B
;  %  ■ a *1\  *  I .  , 2 l 3 e )
x» .  Aab(tcd) xb ♦ I s . (2,37)
Since the action Is required to be a Lorentz scalar and the group
affects the co-ordinates the Lagranglan must be a •oalax ieneity  t ,
transforming as:
i  - J £ (2.3#)
where J Is the Jaeobian of the transformation given by:
J ■ dt t ( ) (2.3#)
*%
However, for a Poincare transformation (2.37),
J • det ( Aab ) " +1
since we are dealing only with proper Lorentz transformations. We 
may factor a constant -calar density •  out of the Lagranglan 
which we then trea t simply as an ordinary scalar:
£ - el (2-40)
e ■ * •  constant • (2.41)
2.7.1 Th# Invariance Iden tities of the Global Poincare Group
(•) Tr»ntUtions
Let us suppose f i r s t  that the Lagranglan exp lic itly  contains the 
co-ordinates as arguments. I ts  transformation Is
n  x* : W '  : T ) -  L( xb : * 6 : * '  (2.42)
D ifferentiate both sides of th is  equation with respect to I s and 
se t a ll the Poincare parameters to zero:
p. .a*
,a ♦ *.b • 0 (2.43)
where now denotes the e x p lic it derivative of L with respect 







end, sim ilarly , by (2.36),
Hence (2.43) reduces to
La -  0 (2.46)
which may be sa tisfied  Identically by omitting the co-ordinates 
from the argument l i s t  of the Lagranglan.
We will use L ■ 1L. to denote the total dorivativ of the 
* »x*
Lagranglan with respect to the co-ordinates. I .e .
»b
Using (2.46) and the definitions of the concomitants, we may 
w rite th is as
- V  * ■ O ( 2 .« )
Which we will use as the trantlational invarianoo iden tity .
(b) Lorentz Transformations
From now on we will omit the co-ordinates from the Lagranglan 
the transformation law of which Is:
t t  ?  6 : ?  ®a ) • L( * B .• * ) .  (2.4$)
D ifferentiating (2.49) with respect to the parameter ecd and 
setting  a ll the parameters equal to zero we find:
(2.50)
By (2.35) and the definition of the Lorentz generator we have
since CA*lab)0 « *ab and (Dafi)0 ■ . The equation (2.50)
which Is the LormtM invariant}* id e n tity . Observe that the generators 
corresponding to two d ifferen t representations are present In th is 
Identity . This Is clearly  due to the presence of derivatives in the 
Lagranglan.
By means sim ilar to tha t used In the Internal theory ( la s t section) 
I t  can be shown that both concomitants are tensors and hence both 





2.7.2 Tht Conitrvttlon Laws
(a) Energy and Momentum
The translational Invariance Identity allows us to define a con­
served canonical energy-momentum tensor.
The equation of motion for th is  case reads:
V . b  - °  • (* •« )
Also, we have
* v  * : .b
by the equation of motion. Commuting the derivatives In the 
la s t term and using the Identity (2.48) we find
l . .  ■ t*.b * : . i , b  • °
or
»ba  i b„ - * b + “,)  ■ O . (2.55)
Hence define
f". • L»b,  - * b * % 5 (2.55)
then
end Tbe Is s tr ic t ly  conserved. I t  Is called the oammioal enesw* 
momentum tenoor. Note th a t, as i t  Is defined ,It Is not symmetric 
and we will return to th is point la te r  a fte r  we have obtained the 
conservation law of angular momentum.
(b) Angular Momentum
Using the equation of motion the f i r s t  and second terms of the Lorentz 
Identity may be written together so tha t I t  becomes:
V e  * \ b  ■ W b * % (2.58)
Since Is the generator of the self-representation of the
Lorentz group, we know I t  exp lic itly :
V b  * W m  - "be‘V
and hence (2.58) becomes
* b — a 16 ® 
e cd b w ,a ( c * d) •
But, by definition of the energy-momentum tensor, we have
V<d"be
and (2.58) Is f in a lly :
L "cd  '  Tcd
(** V ,  * 6).b '  l<Ted Td.) •
To obtain a conservation law out of th is  we observe that
(2.69)
("« T'd * "d ^ . b  
• 0 . .  A  " "da * ' ? \ ) . b
.  Tcd ‘dc by (2.57),
(2.69) can be written:
' b M cd •  0 (2.60)
t
4.,. .. I ;,Vl . I
where
Mbcd * V  Sc4° ,  * 6 - K*c Tbd - xd Tbc) .  (2.61)
The la s t term contains the co-ordinates exp lic itly  and represents 
the o rb ita l angular momentum stemming from the spatial rotation 
of linear momentum (for the spatial components a t least) thus we 
In terpret Mbed as the angular momentum carried by the f ie ld .
The term containing the generator Is then Interpreted as an in trin oio  
angular momentum carried by the representation. Note tha t in the 
scalar representation I t  vanishes. The to tal angular momentum Is 
seen to be conserved and we will call Mbcd the oanontoal angular 
momentum tensor. Observe that I t  Is antisymmetric In I ts  lower Indices.
From (2.59) we see tha t the antisymmetric part of the energy- 
momentum tensor Is given by the divergence of the In trin sic  angular 
momentum. This, together with the fact tha t the energy-momentum 
tensor Is not uniquely determined by having a vanishing divergence, 
may be used to define a symmetric energy-momentum tensor which Is also 
conserved (see Jauch and Rohrllch (1955) p?0 for d e ta ils ) .
However, I t  appears more natural to conclude tha t the presence of 
spinning matter necessitates the use of a non-synmetMc energy- 
momentum tensor (Sclama (19*2); Papapetrou (1951)). We shall again 
consider both the angular momentum and the linear momentum when we 
have introduced the dynamic theory (gravity) In Chapter 6.
PART II: The Internal Theory
I CHAPTER 3 The Local Gauge Symmetry 





In |h e  previous chapter we considered global gauge Invariance 
In which the theory Is required to be covariant when the same 
g r ^  element Is applied to a ll I ts  representations a t a l l  points 
* Pace-time manifold. We shall now extend th is  Invariance 
and^demand that the theory be covariant when the group parameters 
tbe^elves are allowed to be functions of the manifold co-ordinates.
f ie  case d ifferen t group elements ac t a t separated points on 
tfceiaanlfold but we will demand that continuity be preserved, tha t 
’‘• f a t  neighbouring group elements act a t  neighbouring points.
* 1$ on1y p0,,1b1e for topological groups whose operators are d lf- 
f e r f  tlable functions of th e ir  parameters which, in tu rn , are now d lf-
ferentlatie functions of the co-ordinates. D ifferentiability  with class 
C ,|: k a 2 is required.
*t ffr st  light this hn  nothing to do with too Intoroctloni between 
f l e l f  hot. »  we will m ,  the local theory U  In feet e preicrlgtlon
fo r fu g lin g  fie lds together in a unique manner. The simplest 
■ e th f  of coupling has always been to add together Lagranglans 
representing the free fie lds which are to  be coupled and then to 
add f  an interaction Lagranglan which contains a mixture of the 
f l e l f .  This was generally an ad hoc procedure since there was 
no general principle which could be used to determine the structure 
0 Interacting Lagranglan uniquely, except possibly the require- 
*  Lorentz Invariance. A promising approach was found In the 
principle of minimal coupling In electrodynamics In which the derivatives
In the free electron fie ld  LagrangIan are modified by the electro­
magnetic potentials. The electron-electron interaction then occurs 
through the intermediary of these potentials. The addition of a 
free potential fie ld  Lagrangian completes the system which then 
constitutes a closed electron-potential dynamic in teraction.
The question naturally arises as to whether th is  successful pro­
cedure may be generalised to a ll interacting systems. At present 
the answer appears to be in the affirm ative, a t least in principle. 
In the following we develop an interacting theory based on an 
arb itrary  Internal group which turns out to be a generalisation 
of the electrodynamic case. The implication of th is Is tha t the 
forces of nature are generated by the action of d ifferen t groups 
-  in the electrodynamic case, one of the simplest, i t  is  the 
one dimensional group of rotations of the complex plane.
3.2 Local Symmetry and the Gauge Connection 
We begin with the original Lagrangian
which we assume to be invariant under the global action of the 
Internal group. We wish to construct a Lagrangian out of (3.1) 
which is invariant under the local action
where the parameters are d ifferentiable functions of the co-ordinates. 
This causes the transformation law of the fie ld  derivative to become 
non-tensorial (in d irec t contrast with the global case) :
L . s» (3.1)
" DAe C«k(xa)) (3.2)
(3.3)
The Lagranglan I t s e l f  must s t i l l  transform  as a group sc a la r :
" L (*A:4,*a) . (3.4)
I f  we d if fe re n t ia te  both sides o f th is  equation w ith respec t to  
and note th a t
v. *0(1)
so that
CD*B a)0 ■ o , (3.5)
where the subscript 'o ' now Indicates tha t both the parameter 
and I ts  derivative have been set to zero, we find again the global 
Invariance Identity:
♦ V. *' ♦ V V. * % ■ 0  • (3i<)
We also have an additional Identity which arises by d ifferen tia ting
(3.4) with respect to the derivatives of the parameterss t kb , and 
then setting  the parameter and I ts  derivative to zero: *
i t - i . t g .  • ■ °  • " "
The r .h .s  of (3.2) Is Independent of *kb so we nave
.  o . (3.8)
^ , b Jo
On the other hand, the r .h .s .  of (3.3) gives:




By definition of the current ((2.32) of previous chapter) th is  Is 
simply
In other words the fie ld  must be ahargiltaa. This is  true of the 
scalar representation. In which the generators themselves vanish, 
and I t  also holds when the Lagranglan is  Independent of the f ie ld  
derivatives. In which case the concomitant vanishes and the
equation of motion (2.31) reduces to an algebraic equation. These 
Instances represent tr iv ia l solutions to the problem of finding a 
locally  Invariant theory.
I t  Is clearly  the derivative which l ie s  a t the root of the problem.
By (3.3) I t  Is not a tensor and we are led to construct a covariant 
equivalent. To do th is  we Introduce a se t of vector fie ld s which 
are also elements of the Lie Algebra of the group.. This means tha t 
they are group operators and may be used to define a new derivative
The group transformation law of these vector fie lds may be determined 
by demanding tha t the new derivative be covariant under group trans­
formations:
Since (3.12) and (3.13) must hold for an arb itrary  matter vector # * 
in the representation, the required transformation law Is:
A  ■ 0 • (3.11)
(3.12)
We call $ ;(* the gaug* oovariant derivativa
(3.13)
(3.14)
He observe th a t, because of the Inhoraeneous tens, th is  Is the trans­
formation law of a gauge tensor under global transformations only and 
not under local ones. We will call the A^ *a the gaug* oonntationa.
Of course, the connections must be Introduced Into the Lagranglan 
since we Intend to replace the ordinary derivative by the covariant 
one. Hence we take the Lagranglan to have the fie ld  dependence:
L -  (* (3.15)
But, to ensure the invariance we must r e s tr ic t  the Inclusion of 
the connection so tha t I t  appears only as part of the derivative:
L'C* ) -  L(t :A /e) (3.16)#* B* * ■
Bearing In mind the transformation law (3.14) of the connection 
and the fact that the covariant derivative depends on the matter 
f ie ld . I ts  derivative and the connection, we can deduce a new pair 
of Invariance Iden tities from the transformation law of the Lagranglan 
on the r .h .s  of (3.16). The Lagranglan on the l .h .s .  will then 
sa tisfy  these provided only that I t  Is obtained from the original 
globally Invariant Lagranglan by replacing the ordinary derivatives 
by covariant ones (see next section). In addition, a new term appears 
In the luentlty  (3.7) thus avoiding the conclusion th a t the matter 
f ie ld  Is changeless. We have, therefore, succeeded in constructing 
a locally  Invariant theory out of the global one.
3.3 The Invariance Iden tities of the Fully Dynamic Theory
So far we have Included the connection In the Lagranglan only 
because I t  transforms in such a way as to preserve the Invariance. 
I ts  equation of motion as determined from the Lagranglan (3.15)
Is purely algebraic and to remedy th is we must also Include I ts  
derivative In the Lagranglan. In so doing we obtain a fu lly  
dynamic theory In which the connection and the matter Interact 
with each other. We note tha t the covariant derivative Is In fac t 
a prescription for coupling the fie ld s .
~
■. k 1 •'" : ‘ ' ■’ ^  v-":.';v'"',v. •;/ ■ . ■
•t
In the following analysis we will s ta r t  from the beginning by 
taking the complete set of transformations to be:
TOU A Aa:*aAe $*eAB b) ■ l  (unbarred)
pa ^ 
e
f %  ■ * %  *








Examination of the equations (3.18) shows that the parameter and 
.Its f i r s t  and second derivatives occur on the r .h .s .  Hence I f  we 
d iffe ren tia te  both sides of (3.17) with respect to these quantities 
and se t them a ll  to zero, we will get three sets of Iden tities 
which are (see Appendix 3A) :
A <v. v . - V. v.)
‘ <■ <v. V.,b * V,.b v.»
* *bl." <v. V. - v . v.» ■0
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In the following analysis we will s ta r t  from the beginning by 
taking the complete set of transformations to be:
r ( T A:T A :T a ) ■ l (unbarred) (3.17)
»• 8 ■ *a*o
0 \  *




Examination of the equations (3.18) shows that the parameter and 
t t s  f i r s t  and second derivatives occur on the r .h .s .  Hence I f  we 
d iffe ren tia te  both sides of (3.17) with respect to these quantities 
and set them a ll to zero, we will get three sets of Iden tities 
which are (see Appendix 3A) :
V k V  ♦ V  Tk \  * \
* <" <v= v .  - V. v .)
• * < •  <TkA„ V..b * V..b v .) ■ 0 <»-")
♦  * T.a * e - +  * TtA
A * o A X o
* < *  (V. v .  • s \  v.» • 0 (3.10)
r-
p .
Tbi concomitants ere defined as
Tin transformation laws of the concomitants may be found by 
d iffe ren tia ting  both sides of (3.17) with respect to the f ie ld s . 
T #y are (see Appendix 38):
I f  ♦ V  ♦ (D*U.  I f . )  »
v. c  v. <•
I t  1» ta p o r tu t  to note toot the concealUnti aooeelated with 
th« deMvotive; ore tem ori while thaw  enecle tad  with the f ie ld ; 
tM w elve; are net. Ry using the tre n e fe w tle n  lew of the
collection I t  Is possible to construct tensorlal equivalents for 
the non-tensorial concomitants (see Appendix 3C) these are:
• i'": .7'









Tht se t (3.19) - (3.21) constitutes the Invariance Iden tities In 
integrated  form. By th is  Is meant tha t the transformation laws 
of the various quantities are given for non-infinitesimal parameters. 
I t  I s , however, more convenient to work with the gauge potentials 
(next section) whose transformation laws are found most easily  in 
Infinitesimal form.
3.4 The Gauge Potentials
We have Introduced the gauge connections as elements of the Lie 
Algebra of the group and, as such, they may be expanded in terms 
of the group generators which form a basis of the Lie Algebra;
e a V V. < » .» )
where the set of n vector fie lds Aak are called the gauge 
potentiate  . The transformation law of the potentials Is easily  
found by expanding the connection transformation law to f i r s t  
order and using the structure relation  (1,18) which Introduces 
the structure constants:
V  * V  * ,k  S 'n  V  * ♦ <>(2) . (3 .K )







; ■■ :■ yV ■ ‘ ,
v; .
- . y y  ■
^ F T F f
; - : '
uSInet the generators are constants I t  Is clear tha t the potentials 
constitu te the essential dynamic gauge fie lds In the lagranglan. 
Using (3.29) we may define concomitants corresponding to these 
potentials and th e ir derivatives:
•V 8Ae \  aAa (3.32)




'  *Pb. '  V .  • (3.33)
Using the transformation laws of the connection concomitants 
and the structure relation we find the transformation laws of 
the potential concomitants:
? k ■ <  - *" c„ \  < 1  - *?C Cn \  * ° «  (3-3*)
■ A  -  • n A  * 0 (2) (3.37)
Ma know, however tha t gFbA» is a group tensor so I t  follows that 
t*  k I t  also a tensor. (3.47) shows that In fact i t  Is an adjoint 
tensor. On the other hand Is not a tensor but I f  we contract 
(3.26) with the generators and use the structure relation  we find 
a tensorlal equivalent for I t :
<  a i f "  T, Ak » n y  V .  (3.31)
- A  =."k V (3.33)
Introducing the potential and I ts  concomitants Into the Identity 
(3.19) and using the structure relation  we get
* . V .  * ■ • * /  V .  * %
* <  V . V  * A  V . V.b • 0 • (3-40)
Similarly the other two Iden tities become:
w . # '  - 1 \  * I ' W . V  - o ( ' - « )
(3.42)
'  0  ■
The Identity (3.42) Is In a manifestly covariant form and we next 
bring the other two also Into th is  form. Using (3.39), (3.41) 
becomes covariant:
V  Tk* . * •  - n \  ■ 0 . (3.43)
Using (3.25) and (3.39) to Introduce the tensors and 
Into (3.40) we get
0 ■ V v. * % ♦ V v  v» v. *•
♦ * V . *' ♦ "*» V
♦ C  V . V .. * C  Vn *  V  V •
The structure relation  may be used to reverse the order of the gen­
erators In the 2 nd term of (3.44) and, on Introducing the covariant 
derivative of * " , the f i r s t  two terms may be w ritten:
♦.* V . * *. ♦ V  c."k (*.* V . *
• V  V . - n*n C / ,  A / (3.41)
where we have used the fact tha t the structure constants are a n ti­
symmetric In their lower indices and the Identity (3.43). By (3.42) 
Is antisymmetric In I ts  co-ordinate Indices so that the la s t 
term 1n (3.44) may be written as:
by the Jacobi identity . Hence the la s t two terms together are
To see that th is  Is covariant we s t i l l  need to know the transformation 
law for Feen which we will find In the next section. I t  I s , however, 
interesting to note that we had to use the second pair of Iden tities
(3.42) and (3.43) to bring (3.40) Into covariant form. (3.40)
Is , of course, the global Identity  and we would expect th a t we could 
not write i t  In a form which is  covariant under local transformations 
without the assumption of local symmetry which Is embodied In the 
Iden tities (3.42) and (3.43).
* c ",k p n km
- 1  r \ . C *  C.” A * A Pr k n a p a c
1*C (3.46)
or, again using (3.42) and defining
(3.47)
(3.46) Is then
r k n ac
Putting a ll of th is together, (3.44) fin a lly  becomes
3.5 The Gauge Curviturt and the Gauge Field Strength
Define the gauge curvature:
F.b\ • p.bn V. <3'49>
then, by (3.47) using (3.29) end the structure relation we find
p.b*. • V.,b - V... - K .  V. • V= V.i-13-”)
We w in call Feb“ the gauge f ie ld  etrength  to distinguish i t  from 
the curvature. The transformation law of the connection shows that 
the curvature is  a second rank gauge tensor:
V .  - D‘1D.  C .  • <3-51>
I t  also follows from th is  tha t the fie ld  strength Is an adjoint 
tensor:
V  ■ D", V  • <3-“ >
The f i r s t  Important property of these quantities Is simply tha t they 
are tensors. The potentials themselves are not tensorlal and In 
order to construct gauge Invariants out of them I t  Is Important to 
combine them Into a tensorlal object. The f ie ld  strength Is such 
an object and we may use I t  to characterise the gauge fie ld  In a 
covariant manner. From a physical point of view the com&onents of 
the fie ld  strength can be taken as the observables of the theory.
Secondly, the curvature measures the non-commutation df the gauge 
covariant derivative:
* ‘ .b  - * ‘ b . ■ % b \  * '  <3-” >
and so provides a measure of the d istortion  which the gauge fie ld  
has Introduced Into the matter d istribu tion . We will call th is  the 
M art Id en tity ,
Author  Janse van Rensburg R W  
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